
Welcome everyone to this presentation on Forest Measurements

Bernie Daigle NRCan-CFS

20 years as forestry resource specialist with Envirothon

Contact information is on slide – get it from Becky

Topic that students find  the most challenging part of forestry  (math, concepts, graphs, etc.)

I will do my best to explain it to you 
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Size of woodlot, density, BA, Volume

Lumber Still use English system

Cubic meter Volume
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In use for over 75 years

What is air photo

Overlap

3D

Explain 3D

Eyes in front 
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Cardinal points

Legend

Scale

Measurements

Photo Interpretation
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Handheld devices

Multiple layers

Verification

Most work done in office

Check for other areas of concern
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Use Suunto (hypsometer)

Not all Suuntos are the same

Explain two types
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Number trees per unit area

Sampling

Often done using circular plots

Important to use right size of plot

Left High density competition for light and resources (water and nutrients)

Right Good density. Good access to light and other resources

You can see why choosing right plot size is important
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Example
Avg 10 trees per plot
Density 20 000 trees per hectare

Example 
Average 10 trees per plot
Dendity 2 500 trees per hectare
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Use wedge prism

BAF 2 in eastern Canada because of size of trees

Prism displaces the image you are looking at 

In  OUT  BORDERLINE
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Used when trees are larger. Density alone is not enough to make decisions

Use basal area and density

Show example
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LIDAR is essentially a GPS unit + lasers + sensors

Light hits objects and is reflected back and captures (each point is spatially explicit)

Produces point cloud

Crew sent out to match point clouds to actual forest features creating a catalogue of point clouds and matching ground 
descriptions

This is done on 20 x 20 meters blocks

Very precise

Very accurate forest inventory information
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Look at metrics

Habitat mapping 
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